
As global businesses continue to innovate  
to provide immediate, relevant content that 
meets changing customer demands, neural  
MT offers a solution that performs more  
quickly and accurately than ever before. 

Lionbridge is pioneering new translation technology that  
delivers high-quality, relevant, and cost-effective content  
through our partnership with Amazon Translate.

AMAZON TRANSLATE & LIONBRIDGE:
Best-of-Breed NMT & PE Solution



When to Use?

Machine Translation Post-Edit (MTPE) Services can extend your organization’s  
localization capacity and expand the range of content you can translate. Our expert  
guidance, NMTPE workflow, and global translator network make this a flexible  
alternative to meeting select translation needs.

Choose NMTPE service for:

Lionbridge Expertise:

• World’s leading language 
services provider

• 15+ years of experience 
in MT&PE

• Post-editing in 115 language 
directions 

• Largest network of  
post-editors in the industry

• Custom solution for each 
customer based on needs

Get Started

Contact us today to talk  
with an expert and learn  
how Lionbridge can improve 
the adoption, usability and  
success of your global  
products and services.

LIONBRIDGE.COM

NMT&PE

Amazon Translate delivers fast, high-quality, and affordable language translation  
through a form of automation that leverages deep learning and neural networks.  
The resulting translations are more accurate and natural-sounding when compared to 
translations delivered via traditional statistical and rule-based translation algorithms.

With Amazon Translate, Lionbridge helps our customers forge meaning with their  
customers more efficiently and cost-effectively. We offer a full range of post-editing  
services that enhance NMT output and meet a variety of needs.

• Basic Post-Editing: The post-editor performs minimal modifications to the NMT 
translations to make them understandable.

• Premium Post-Editing: The post-editor performs all necessary modifications to 
the NMT translation to produce an accurate translation, which should read as if it had 
been written in the target language.

• Focused Post-Editing: Selective, budget-sensitive customization maximizes the 
quality of unsupervised NMT by limiting post-editing to customer-designated criteria 
(section titles, specific terminology, etc.).

Large-Volume Text Translations Time-Sensitive Content Informative Content

User-Generated Content Emails or Streaming Updates Technical and Customer  
Support Documents

Amazon Translate & 
Lionbridge Will Help:

• Improve the efficiency  
of traditional translation 
projects

• Increase translation  
productivity by  
integrating NMT and  
NMTPE into existing  
localization processes

• Accommodate high  
content volumes and  
accelerate time to market

• Optimize localization  
budgets and increase  
the amount of content  
that can be translated

• Leverage the best-of-breed 
NMT, work processes,  
and specialized human 
post-editing for significantly 
improved translation ROI

https://www.lionbridge.com/

